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REVIEW

Facilitated diffusion of Argonaute-mediated target search
Tao Ju Cui and Chirlmin Joo

Kavli Institute of Nanoscience and Department of Bionanoscience, Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Argonaute (Ago) proteins are of key importance in many cellular processes. In eukaryotes, Ago can
induce translational repression followed by deadenylation and degradation of mRNA molecules
through base pairing of microRNAs (miRNAs) with a complementary target on a mRNA sequence. In
bacteria, Ago eliminates foreign DNA through base pairing of siDNA (small interfering DNA) with
a target on a DNA sequence. Effective targeting activities of Ago require fast recognition of the
cognate target sequence among numerous off-target sites. Other target search proteins such as
transcription factors (TFs) are known to rely on facilitated diffusion for this goal, but it is undetermined
to what extent these small nucleic acid-guided proteins utilize this mechanism. Here, we review recent
single-molecule studies on Ago target search. We discuss the consequences of the recent findings on
the search mechanism. Furthermore, we discuss the open standing research questions that need to be
addressed for a complete picture of facilitated target search by small nucleic acids.
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Introduction

Sequence-specific recognition of nucleic acids by proteins is of
great importance in cellular development and gene regulation
[1]. Since the discovery of regulatory proteins that target specific
DNA sequences, it was questioned how these proteins are able to
recognize DNA targets among numerous other sequences in
a fast yet specific manner. The most intensively studied target
search protein is the E. coli lac repressor. For this protein, an
extraordinary high binding rate has been observed of 1010 M−1

s−1. This binding rate is a factor of 100 faster than what theory
would predict for collisions driven by three-dimensional (3D)
diffusion (Einstein-Smoluchowski limit) [2,3]. While this result
puzzled many for years, Berg et al. devised a theoretical frame-
work that introduced the facilitated diffusion mechanism: the
protein diffuses in 3D before binding non-specifically to a DNA
strand, after which the protein diffuses laterally in one dimen-
sion (1D) along the strand to find its target [4]. As the dimen-
sionality of the problem has been partially reduced from three
dimensions to one dimension, a higher association rate is
expected through this mechanism.

Since their seminal work, a new field surrounding target
search has been developed. Interesting theoretical predictions
have been obtained, such as the speed-stability paradox and
the optimal partitioning of the different diffusional modes
[5,6]. Experimentally, restriction enzymes such as EcoRV
have been studied through a biochemical assay, where the
binding rate of the protein was measured as the function of
the overall length of the DNA [7]. Non-specific sequences
around a target site act here as an antenna, by providing an
initial binding site for the protein from solution. After bind-
ing to the non-specific sequence, the protein would move
laterally to the target site. Thereby, observation of an

increased binding rate for a longer DNA construct corre-
sponds well with the facilitated diffusion model.

Biochemical studies rely heavily on theoretical assumptions
as they can only measure average binding kinetics. Single-
molecule methods provide an elegant solution as they visualize
the different kinetic steps directly [8]. In recent years, single-
molecule experimental groups have been able to observe with
improving spatiotemporal resolution the target search mechan-
ism of transcription factors [9], DNA repair proteins [10,11],
zinc finger nucleases [12], TALEN [13] and the homologous
recombination protein RecA [14,15]. Interestingly, some pro-
teins have been found to make use of facilitated diffusion, while
others seem to make use of 3D diffusion only. What deter-
mines whether a protein moves laterally is not known at this
point. Certain considerations such as the type of substrate,
biological function and necessity of timely regulation are likely
factors that have to be taken into account.

More recently, target recognition for certain proteins was
found to be mediated by small nucleic acid molecules. Small
RNA molecules, which are loaded into proteins such as
Argonaute (Ago) [16–18] and Clustered Regularly
Interspaced Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)-associated pro-
teins [19,20], are utilized as a guide for the recognition of
complementary sequences. These nucleic acid-guided proteins
are expected to use a different search mechanism than tran-
scription factors or restriction enzymes, the latters of which
rely on interrogation of existing features of the DNA grooves.
This is because there are no constraints on the sequence
identity of the guide and therefore any sequence can be
targeted. As a result of that, the amount of possible targets
is greatly expanded, and the task of finding the right target in
a timely manner becomes more complex.
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Here we summarize the findings of recent single-molecule
studies on Ago-mediated target search in the context of the
theoretical framework. We provide a perspective of facilitated
diffusion in target search with respect to its biological function.

Mechanisms of facilitated diffusion

In the context of facilitated diffusion, Berg et al. have proposed
several mechanisms which are conducive for target search
(Figure 1) [4]. Fundamentally, all modes of target search are
driven by thermal energy, and therefore randommotion is key in
the searching process. The interactions between protein and
non-specific nucleic acid sequences are governed through elec-
trostatics, and the ions that screen the negatively charged nucleic
acids (counterions) play an important role. For clarity’s sake,
here are the definitions that we employ in our review (Table 1):

Single-molecule techniques

How are we able to distinguish between these processes that
happen on a nanometre length scale at millisecond timescales?
In single-molecule target search studies, DNA–protein

Figure 1. Target search mechanisms inside a cell.
Facilitated diffusion consists of cycles of non-specific binding to the DNA strand after three-dimensional (3D) search. This is followed by lateral diffusive motions
along the DNA strand: (1) sliding, characterized by tight interactions with the strand. (2) Hopping consists of short dissociations away from the strand, however the
movement is correlated along the strand. (3) Intersegmental transfer allows a protein with multiple binding sites to momentarily bind first to one than the other
strand in a hand-over process. Lastly (4) jumping or 3D-diffusion allows the protein to diffuse in an uncorrelated manner to new DNA sites.

Table 1. Description of different mechanisms of facilitated diffusion.

Name Description

Jumps/3D search The protein explores the space in the cytosol or solution
through 3D Brownian motion. Non-specific binding is
followed by the protein dissociating. Subsequent binding
to other sites occurs in an uncorrelated manner.

Sliding The protein binds non-specifically to DNA/RNA and
undergoes a movement which is characterized by a tight
interaction with the nucleic acid molecule. The protein
stays associated to the substrate at all times. In the words
of Berg, no net displacement of counterions takes place
here and therefore the time spent on non-specific
substrate is not affected by a change in the ionic
concentration in the surroundings.

Hopping This mode is characterized by micro-dissociations from the
DNA/RNA strand. While the method of diffusion is similar
to 3D search, the difference is that the movements are
correlated along the contour of the strand. Contrary to
sliding, not every base is scanned in the effectively
covered distance. Since the protein dissociates
momentarily from the strand, condensation of counterions
is allowed to occur. Hence the time spent on non-specific
DNA is expected to decrease by increased ionic strength.

Intersegmental
transfer

The protein with multiple binding sites is bound to one
strand. In a hand-over process, the protein can be
momentarily bound to two strands through interaction
with its binding site, after which it moves to the other
strand.
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interactions are visualized through DNA curtains [21], flow
stretch assays, Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)
[22], single cell imaging [23] and force spectroscopy methods
such as magnetic tweezers, optical tweezers, and atomic force
spectroscopy [24,25].

These techniques provide great information on the kinetics of
individual molecules. However, technical limitations could with-
hold one from observing the full dynamics. For example, many
camera-based single-molecule fluorescence studies rely on the
transmission of a fluorescence signal through the imaging system
onto the pixels of the camera. The point-like fluorescent signals
are mapped on the pixels of the camera as a spread-out image
called the point spread function (PSF) of ~200 nm width [26],
giving rise to an uncertainty in position. Since the shape of the PSF
is known, one can still estimate the true position of the particle.
But the finite amount of photons emitted from the fluorescent
object – which is limited by photobleaching – determines the
accuracy in position: the more photons are collected from
a static source, the more accurate the estimation of its true posi-
tion will be. As the protein of interest will not be static during
target search but will undergo many fast movements, the camera
needs to be fast enough to capture these dynamics. Most camera-
based approaches collect fluorescent light at an acquisition fre-
quency of 10–100 ms time resolution. Therefore, this frame rate
and the number of photons collected during each time bin define
the time resolution at which one can probe protein DNA inter-
actions. For a more detailed introduction on this, we refer the
reader to the many reviews available in the field [22,26].

The method of flow stretch assays, namely DNA curtains,
provides the most intuitive visualization of target search. By
labelling the protein of interest with a fluorescent probe, one
is able to track the position of the protein on the DNA
strand in presence of roadblocks and co-factors [10,21,27]
(Figure 2(a)). From the position of the protein at different
timepoints, one can directly observe whether lateral diffu-
sion takes place (Figure 2(b)), and if so, derive the effective
diffusion coefficient. The distinction between sliding and
hopping is made by changing the strength of the ionic solu-
tion. As stated in Table 1, during sliding no net displacement
of counterions takes place, and therefore a change in diffu-
sion coefficient is not expected. In contrast, during hopping,
proteins are expected to diffuse faster along the strand at
a higher salt concentration, since less time is spent on each
non-specific binding site on a strand.

This technique has been able to uncover the nature of
target search for a wide variety of proteins [10,15,28]. It
provides for a great in-depth characterization of target search
on a large length scale interrogation of sequences. However,
due to the large size of the PSF and the thermal fluctuations
affecting the position of the DNA strands, observation of
proteins on DNA is generally limited to a resolution of ~250
bp. As it cannot be ruled out that lateral movements take
place within their observations [15,29], other high-resolution
techniques should be used complementarily.

Single-molecule Förster Resonance Energy Transfer
(smFRET) provides high spatiotemporal resolution. FRET is
an energy transfer process between two fluorophores, where
due to dipole–dipole interactions, energy from a donor

fluorophore is transferred to an acceptor fluorophore if they
are within a few nanometres. The FRET efficiency E, (the ratio
IA/(IA+ID), where IA is the intensity of acceptor signals and ID
is that of donor signals) is given by E = 1/(1+(R/R0)

6, where
R0 is the characteristic distance of the dye pair (Förster radius)
and is typically a few nanometres. A change of dye-pair
distance results in a measurable change in the ratio of inten-
sities of donor and acceptor fluorophore. A seminal smFRET
study that investigated target search was on the RecA protein
[14], where two identical homology sites were placed on
a DNA construct (Figure 2(c)). The design was such that
binding to one homology site resulted in a higher FRET
efficiency compared to binding the other homology site. The
rationale behind it was that while FRET provides high spatio-
temporal resolution (~nm at 0.1 s timescale), the dynamics of
both 3D and lateral diffusion were expected to occur on
a much faster timescale (millisecond timescale). Through the
use of local energy traps, one could momentarily trap the
RecA nucleofilament at the sites and characterize the nature
of their interactions (Figure 2(c) bottom).

While most in vitro techniques allow one to probe the
mechanisms, it is important to know what the effect would
be of the presence of cellular proteins and the crowding
environment in physiological conditions [30]. Live cell ima-
ging allows one to study single-molecule-facilitated diffusion
inside a living cell. The first study of single-molecule live cell
imaging was performed on a transcription factor, the lac
repressor, LacI, which acts on the operator of lac genes [9].
Binding of LacI to the operator site prevents expression of the
lac operon genes that metabolize lactose. However, by adding
Isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), a molecular
reagent that binds to the lac repressor, one can prevent LacI
from binding to the operator site. Removing IPTG from the
solution allows LacI to bind once more to the operator site.

The authors of this study used fluorescently labelled LacI
to study target search. In the presence of IPTG, the LacI
repressor cannot bind to the target site (Figure 2(d)). By
measuring the association rate after removing the IPTG
inducer, they could measure the average time of a single
LacI molecule to find its target. The unbound molecules
diffuse too fast to be recorded while bound molecules
a stable signal in time and space (Figure 2(e)). When two
targets are placed close to each other, the two targets will
appear as one target if the distance between two targets is
smaller than the mean sliding distance (Figure 2(f)). At
distances longer than ~50 bp, the targets were perceived as
independent targets, but at distances shorter than ~50 bp,
the association rate was comparable to single target associa-
tion rate kinetics (Figure 2(g)). Additionally, to find out
whether LacI was able to bypass protein roadblocks, a TetR
protein was bound next to one of the targets. In the presence
of TetR, the association rate was significantly affected indi-
cating that LacI is not able to bypass roadblocks through
sliding only.

As a whole, the aforementioned studies show that single-
molecule methods provide understanding in the molecular
processes that govern facilitated diffusion. Similar methods
may provide key insights for Ago-mediated target search.
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Figure 2. Fluorescence-based single-molecule techniques for studying target search.
(a) Diagram of the nanofabricated DNA curtain device that contains a barrier against lipid diffusion for stretching the DNA. Here, flow is used to stretch the DNA
strand. On the other side, a pentagonal structure is used to anchor the other end of the strand [10]. As a result of this, hundreds of DNA strands are aligned in parallel
and can be imaged simultaneously. (b) The DNA curtains are visualized through YOYO-1 dye staining. A fluorescent probe (pink) is attached to the protein of interest,
and the position (vertical axis) of said protein is tracked in time (horizontal axis). By imaging both the DNA strand and the fluorescent probe, one can visualize how it
travels along the DNA strand [10]. (c) Single-molecule FRET assay showing a RecA filament (blue) containing two homology sites. Recognition of homology site 1
(HS1) or homology site 2 (HS2) results in the appearance of a high FRET state and an intermediate FRET state, respectively, [14]. (d) Single-molecule time trace
showing FRET for an immobilized ssDNA with two identical homology sequences HS1 and HS2. Docking of double-stranded DNA at a location outside a FRET
sensitive regime results in a low FRET (NH) state [14]. (e) Single operator binding assay used by the Elf lab [9]. (Top) Overlays of E. coli cells in phase contrast and with
fluorescently labelled LacI (yellow). In absence of IPTG (left), LacI is able to bind to the single operator site LacOsym, resulting in a diffraction-limited spot. In the
presence of IPTG (300 μM) (right), LacI is unable to bind due to the competition with IPTG and diffuses too rapidly resulting in diffusional smears [9]. (f) Graph
plotting the fraction of stable LacI binding vs the time after removal of the IPTG [9]. (g) The mean sliding length is determined by placing two identical targets in
varying distances. If the mean sliding length of said targets overlaps, the LacI protein will effectively only sense one target, resulting in a decreased association rate
[9]. (h) Rate of binding plotted against the inter-target distance [9]. Permission has been obtained for the above figures. Copyright 2010 Nature.
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Architecture and mechanism of Ago

RNA silencing

Eukaryotic Agos are the key proteins in a process termed
RNA silencing where small RNAs inhibit gene translation
and induce deadenylation and degradation by targeting com-
plementary mRNA molecules. Two types of small RNAs are
central in gene silencing: microRNA (miRNA) and small
interfering RNA (siRNA). MiRNAs only require partial base
pairing as a first step in gene silencing whereas siRNA mole-
cules have a perfect complementarity to their target RNA,
after which Ago slices the mRNA target. MicroRNA origi-
nates from endogenous transcribed RNAs, and siRNAs are
typically from exogenous double-stranded RNAs. The biogen-
esis of miRNA and siRNA is beyond the scope of this review.
For a detailed description of these processes, we refer to
[31,32]. Below we discuss briefly the silencing pathway invol-
ving miRNA.

The Ago and the guide RNA together form the core target-
ing element of the assembly, known as the RNA induced
silencing complex (RISC). After binding to the target
sequence, this complex initiates gene silencing through trans-
lational repression and mRNA decay. In the case of the latter,
Ago recruits the scaffolding protein GW182 (TNCR6A/B/C in
humans). In human Argonaute 2 (hAGO2), this occurs
through the interaction of the tryptophan binding pocket on
Ago with the scaffold protein [33–35]. The scaffold protein in
turn bridges interactions with downstream effectors such as
CCR4-NOT which recruit the translational repressor and
decapping activator DDX6 [35–39]. While the effect of gene
regulation is often shown to be subtle [40], gene silencing has
been shown to be essential in gene regulation and cell devel-
opment [41,42]. Dysregulation of miRNA is a cause of cancer
in many cases [43,44], with miRNAs acting as tumour sup-
pressors [45]. Besides the insight in gene regulatory processes
that these findings provide, the potential of using these small
RNAs for therapeutics applications has also been harvested,
with the first miRNA therapeutics reaching phase I and II in
clinical trials [46].

The architecture of argonaute

Ago is a nucleoprotein that consists of a bilobed structure
where the guide strand is partially located inside a cleft
(Figure 3(a)) [47–49]. Structural, biochemical and computa-
tional data suggest that the guide miRNA is divided into five
functional domains: the 5ʹ anchor, the seed, the mid-region, the
3ʹ supplementary region and the 3ʹ end region (Figure 3(b))
[50]. Functionally speaking, the seed is arranged such that
nucleotides 2–8 (from the 5ʹ end) are arranged in an A-form-
like geometry, and this region is responsible for stable target
binding [40]. The pre-arranged helix allows Ago to bind with-
out entropic costs to the target strand, providing stable binding
once the complementary sequence is recognized.
Computational analysis has shown that many functional/cano-
nical miRNA targets only require seed pairing. However,
matches in the supplementary region appear to be of impor-
tance as well for RNA silencing [51,52]. Additionally, once
binding to the seed has occurred, the guide-target base pairing
propagates to the 3ʹ end of the guide if complementarity exists
between guide and target [53].

Prokaryotic Agos

While the role of Ago in eukaryotes is well characterized, the
role of prokaryotic Agos (pAgos) remained elusive for years. In
recent years, it has been proposed that pAgos are involved in
host defence rather than gene regulation, as some pAgos utilize
DNA or RNA guide to target single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
instead of RNA [54,55]. For instance, reduced plasmid trans-
formation efficiency and intracellular plasmid concentrations
have been observed for Thermus thermophilus (TtAgo),
Pyrococcus furiosus (PfAgo) and Methanocaldococcus jannaschii
(MjAgo) [56–59]. pAgos were found to target ssDNA in vitro,
not dsDNA and currently it is not known how this process
takes place in vivo as ssDNA is rarely present there. In the case
of thermophilic prokaryotes (such as TtAgo), it is thought that
local melting of AT-rich regions would contribute to accessi-
bility for effective cleavage of the target. At the same time,

a b

Figure 3. Argonaute undergoes a conformational change as required by the speed-stability paradox.
(a) Cartoon representation of hAgo2-miRNA complex based on the wild-type hAgo2 structure (PDB ID: 4OLA). The different domains of hAgo2 (grey) are indicated.
The miRNA guide is indicated in red, while the helix-7 fragment is indicated in yellow [66]. (B) Schematic drawing of miRNA, which is divided into five regions: the 5ʹ
end anchored in a MID binding pocket, the Seed region (nt 2–8), the Mid-region where cleavage occurs on the opposing strand between nucleotide 10 and 11, the
Supplementary region which supplements the binding of the seed domain. Lastly, the PAZ domain anchors the 3ʹ end of the guide [66]. Permission has been
obtained for the above figures. Copyright 2017 John Wiley and Sons.
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ssDNA may very well be the target of pAgos that cleave
ssDNA. Recently, ssDNA viruses have been found to be abun-
dant in certain environments such as seawater, fresh water, soil
[60–62]. Here, a defence system that exclusively targets ssDNA
would be highly beneficial for the survival of the host.

Two-mode search of Ago

In order to find a target in a timely manner, a protein needs to
bind non-specifically to nucleic acids, search rapidly for the
associated target, and bind strongly to a target site. The search
of targets needs to happen in both a fast and specific manner,
yet this cannot happen at the same time, since specificity
imposes as a rule that the energy barriers become too high
for lateral diffusion [5]. The paradox is solved by assuming that
the protein has two states of binding: a search mode, in which
the energy barriers it encounters are minimal, enabling smooth
lateral diffusion, and a recognition mode, which is character-
ized by high affinity and slow diffusion (Figure 4(a)). The
encountered energy landscape in the recognition mode
(Erecognition in Figure 4(b)) is on average higher than the mean
energy level landscape in the search mode (Esearch), so that the
protein spends more time in the search mode than in the

recognition mode. A key idea here is that the energy landscape
the protein encounters during the search mode is well-
correlated with the energy landscape in the recognition mode
and that an energy gap exists between the two modes. So the
deep minimum in the recognition mode would correspond to
a more shallow minimum in the search mode. When the
protein is trapped inside one of these energy levels during the
search mode, it will likely transition into a recognition mode.
Effectively, this results in a pre-selection at the minima of the
binding landscape, since here it’s more likely that a transition
will happen from the search mode to the recognition mode.
Even if the conformational transition rate from the search
mode to the recognition mode is low [63], a gain in search
speed is still predicted [6].

Experimental evidence of two-state search

Theoretically, it was posited that Ago target search may be
mediated by such binding modes [64] and there is structural
evidence to support this. Since the seed of the guide strand is
pre-arranged in a helical manner (Figure 3(a)), this suggests
that initial target recognition and perhaps also initial target
search commences at this region. From the crystal structure of

a b

c d

Figure 4. Argonaute undergoes a conformational change, as required by the speed-stability paradox.
(a) The speed stability paradox posited by Slutsky et al. In the search mode (orange), the protein is able to diffuse laterally without encountering significant energy
barriers. Once it encounters a potential target site (indicated by the deeper energy level in the binding energy landscape right), it may switch to a recognition mode
(blue). In this mode, the specificity of the protein is increased and the protein will not diffuse. (b) The energy landscape as encountered by a protein in the search
mode (orange) and a protein in the recognition mode (blue). In the search mode, the landscape that the protein encounters is shallow and the variance in energy
levels is small. The deeper energy levels in the recognition mode prevent the protein from diffusing laterally. At a potential target site, it’s more likely for the protein
to switch from a search mode to a recognition mode, since the energy level of the former is higher than the latter. (c) Close-up view of the seed region shows the
pre-formed helix of nt 2–6. Helix-7 disrupts base stacking by intercalating itself between g6 and g7 [66]. (PDB ID: 4OLA) (d) Close-up view of the seed region in the
event of fully base-paired seed. Helix-7 undergoes a conformational change here, docking into the minor groove of the seed-paired complex [66]. (PDB ID: 4W5O).
Permission has been obtained for the above figures. Copyright 2017 John Wiley and Sons.
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hAgo2, it has been posited that guide nucleotide 2–5 of hAgo2
is used for initial recognition of target sites [65]. A kink
introduced between g6-g7 breaks the A-form structure of
the helix, and this is caused by insertion of the residues Ile-
365 and Met-364 of α-helix-7 between the bases of 6 and 7
(Figure 4(c)) [65]. Base pairing beyond nucleotide 7 requires
a conformational change of helix-7 to accommodate. At the
same time, this conformational change stabilizes the base
pairing of nucleotides 6 and 7 of the guide (Figure 4(d))
after which base pairing of additional nucleotides can also
take place [66].

Fluorescence single-molecule in vitro studies have given
further proof of this two-state binding mode. In all the single
molecule studies mentioned here, the target strand with fluor-
ophore is immobilized on the surface. A second fluorophore is
then attached to the miRNA guide which is loaded into the
core-RISC. Through single-molecule FRET or colocalization
of both dyes, the binding and unbinding rate can be studied

for various base pairing sequences (Figure 5). In the case of
smFRET, either a donor fluorophore or an acceptor fluoro-
phore can be immobilized on the surface [67,68] (Figures 5(a,
d)). The guide strand that contains the complementary dye
required for FRET is loaded into Ago. High FRET indicates
binding of the Ago-guide complex to the target site, since the
dyes must be in close proximity for energy transfer to occur.
From the length of the high FRET signal, one can obtain the
dissociation rate (Figure 5(b)). Likewise, by measuring the
time between introducing Ago-guide complex to the chamber
and first binding to a target, one can obtain the binding rate
(Figure 5(c)). Additionally, in the case of Salomon’s assay
(Figure 5(g)), an RNA target was tagged with 17 dyes attached
to the 3ʹ end, so that cleavage events can be readily distin-
guished from photobleaching [69].

From single molecule fluorescence assays, it was found that
Ago accelerated the binding rate greatly, compared to binding
with guide RNA only, for both hAgo2 and mouse Ago2

a b

d e

c

f

g h i

Figure 5. Studies of the initial search and recognition of AGO2 through single-molecule fluorescence techniques.
(a) Schematic drawing of the experimental assay used by Chandradoss et al. [67]. Target RNA is immobilized on the surface through biotin-streptavidin conjugation.
The target RNA is labelled with an acceptor-dye (Cy5) while the donor dye (Cy3) is located on the miRNA guide. In absence of hAgo2-RISC binding to the strand, no
signal is observed. Once it binds to the minimal target motif, the proximity of donor and acceptor induces Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET), resulting in
a high acceptor signal. The duration of the high acceptor signal can be used to estimate the dwell time Δt. (b) The dwelltime Δt plotted versus the number N of seed-
paired bases. The dashed line indicates the upper limit of dwell time estimation [67]. (c) The binding rate plotted for various values of N of base pairs [67]. (d)
Schematic drawing of the single-molecule assay by Jo et al. where through FRET of the Cy5 and the Cy3 dye the binding can be ascertained [68]. (e) Dwell time
distribution of core-RISC (black squares) and free let7 miRNA (red circles) fitted with a single-exponential decay [68]. (f) Binding rate plotted versus dinucleotide-
mismatched guide RNAs [68]. (g) Schematic assay for Salomon et al. [69]. Seventeen Alexa647 dyes are attached to the 5ʹ end of the target RNA to distinguish
cleavage from photobleaching. (h) Comparison of target binding rates (kon) for 21 nt sequences for let-7a RNA and miR-21 RNA. Inset shows a representative
intensity trace [69]. (i) Comparison of target binding rate for let-7a sequences with complete seed-matched pairing or seed-matched pairing bearing dinucleotide
mismatches [69]. Permission has been obtained for the above figures. Copyright 2015 Elsevier.
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(Figure 5(e, h)). The rationale is that pre-arranging the seed
would result in a higher probability of successful binding to
the target strand, hence effectively increasing the binding rate
of the complex. Dinucleotide mismatches in the seed were
found to be detrimental to the binding rate for both mouse
Ago2 and hAgo2 (Figure 5(f, i)) [68–70]. Disruption of base
pairing in the seed would also often result in quick dissocia-
tion of mouse RISC [69], showing that seed-pairing is essen-
tial for target recognition. Furthermore, it was shown that
hAgo2 utilizes a part of the seed (nt 2–4) for initial target
search, since shrinking the seed pairing from 2–8 to 2–4 did
not change the binding rate (Figure 5(c)) [67]. Varying the
seed pairing from 2–4 to 5–7 did reduce the binding rate
significantly [67,69], indicating that the 2–4 seed motif is
essential for initial recognition.

Transition to recognition mode

Beyond initial recognition, the transition from an initial
search mode to a recognition mode of hAgo2 was hinted at
through single-molecule FRET. As stated before, the crystal
structure of hAgo2 suggests that a conformational change of
helix-7 is required for stable base pairing beyond N = 6. In
single-molecule FRET, through extending complementarity in
base pairing from nucleotide 2–4 to 2–19, a significant
increase in binding time was observed between N = 6 and
N = 7 (Figure 5(b)). This suggests that a conformational
change took place that the strengthened seed-target interac-
tions, as is required for the speed-stability paradox for fast
and specific targeting [67]. Furthermore, mutants, in which
either the helix-7 is lacking or where two helix-7 residues are
mutated, have shown to, respectively, decrease both the on-
rate and the off-rate, indicating that it fulfils additional func-
tionality by rapidly dismissing off-targets while the search
itself can be accelerated by prepaying the entropic costs of
arranging the guide in a helical manner [66].

In short, the first single-molecule fluorescence studies pro-
vided key insights in recognition through visualization of
transient kinetics that bulk and static methods could not
provide.

Target search of Ago

Hidden rapid dynamics in target search

How does one envision target search of Ago to take place? The
minimal RISC complex would be expected to bind non-
specifically to a random position on the target strand, before
moving to the target site. This would result in a gradual change
in the FRET value. However, the single molecule data of the
aforementioned in vitro assays contained only stable traces. The
absence of such signature indicates that either the complex binds
directly to target from solution, or more likely, that the dynamics
take place on a timescale that occur much faster than the acquisi-
tion time of 100 ms. In order to characterize the dynamics, one
would need to resort to stronger energy traps. The first study that
investigated the nature of Ago target search was inspired by the
RecA target search assay [14], where two identical strong binding
sites were placed on an RNA construct (Figure 6(a)) [67].

Similarly to the RecA assay, binding to one sub-seed target site
was designed to result in a higher FRET efficiency compared to
binding to the other site. If only one target site was present on the
RNA strand, only one FRET state could be observed. If two targets
are present on one strand, one did not only observe the addition of
binding signatures with a lower FRET state, but also a shuttling
signature: the transition from one binding site to the other with-
out interruption (Figure 6(b)) [67]

Since it appeared that the Ago complex did not dissociate
from the strand during translocation from one target to the
other target, it was suggested that lateral diffusion took place
between the two targets [67]. This has also been observed for
a pAgo from the mesophilic bacterium Clostridium butyricum
(CbAgo) [71,72]. Kinetic modelling suggested that if lateral
diffusion would place, a linear relation would exist between
distance and shuttling time. This is what was observed, sup-
porting the lateral diffusion model (Figure 6(c)).

A point worthy of note here is that the residence times for
individual targets were found to be much shorter than the
residence time of a single target [72]. This indicates that
apparent stable binding traces contain rapid excursions away
from and back to the target site. These events are typically too
transient to be captured by camera-based fluorescence micro-
scopy. In the presence of a second target site however, the
probability of recapture is affected, since the protein now has
a non-zero probability to end up in the second trap and hence
the lifetime per individual state decreases. In general, this
subtle behaviour could extend to other protein–DNA interac-
tions as well, which in turn would necessitate a re-evaluation
stable data traces of current and older single molecule litera-
ture. Additional proof for lateral diffusion of pAgo was shown
by adding a third target between the two targets (Figure 6(d)).
Over 90% of the translocations that occurred between the
outermost targets happened through the middle site.

Physiological relevance

Inside the cell, crowding affects both binding and dissociation
rate [30]. Mimicking the cellular conditions through the use of
PEG showed that the occurrence of shuttling increased with
more crowding agent, up to 90% of the time for 10% PEG [67].
It would therefore be expected that in vivo crowding would
increase the affinity of Ago with the target strand.

In cellular environments, proteins and secondary structures
are likely to form road blockades, potentially blocking proteins
that diffuse laterally along the strand [9]. Remarkably, Ago
from the mesophile Clostridium butyricum was not found to
be impeded in any way by secondary structures or protein
barriers placed between the two target sites (Figure 6(i)) [72].
This suggests that sliding is not a dominant mechanism in the
target search of Ago and also that the target search process
itself is robust: the time to search for a target does not depend
on the presence of secondary structures. Structural and func-
tional similarity between eAgo and pAgo could suggest that
this behaviour is not only conserved for pAgo, but for also for
eAgos. If that is the case, then this process may allow the
protein to search along RNA without being hindered by com-
plex secondary structures of RNA.
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Ago glides and makes intersegmental jumps while
searching for its target

The characterization of target search through pAgo also uncov-
ered an additional mechanism: intersegmental jumps. This
mode was first characterized for EcoRV restriction enzyme
[73] and is known to allow proteins to quickly travel to differ-
ent segments of the same (or different) nucleic acid molecule to
search for its complementary sequence without compromising
for redundant lateral diffusive behaviour [5,6,74].

It was found that the shuttling time did not increase linearly
for larger distances between targets (Figure 6(c)) suggesting that
an additional mechanism was at work. Since ssDNA is quite

flexible, it was thought that this long-rangemechanism would be
akin to intersegmental jumps. To test this out, the authors took
a construct from the region where it behaved according to lateral
diffusion model and a construct from the green region. The two
shuttling times of the two constructs were compared at varying
ionic strength [72]. If the lateral movements of Ago consisted of
hopping, this would become apparent in the sensitivity to chan-
ging salt concentration. Likewise, during intersegmental jumps
Ago also dissociates from the strand, hence it also is sensitive to
a change in ionic strength. Surprisingly, it was found that the
shuttling rate for the short construct did not exhibit the salt-
dependent behaviour that one would expect for hopping, rather

a b

c d
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Figure 6. Single-molecule experiments on ago target search.
(a) Tandem target assay used by Chandradoss et al. [67]. The RNA target contains two identical targets, where the Cy5 dye is placed closer to the bottom target. During the
experiments, hAgo2 shuttles between the two target sites. (b) A typical shuttling trace for N = 6 (nt 2–7). Binding to one target brings the donor dye of the guide closer to
the acceptor dye, resulting in a higher FRET value. This way, binding to one target can be readily distinguished from binding to the distal target [67]. (c) Shuttling time of
CbAgo plotted versus the distance between two identical targets. The red line indicates a lateral diffusion fit derived from aminimal kinetic model. The data diverge from the
kinetic theory beyond the blue region and follows a different trend in the green region [72]. (d) Triple target assay used to visualize whether CbAgo skips over the middle
target when translocating from site A to site C. Percentages indicate the relative amount of transitions from an initial state to a final state versus the total number of
transitions [72]. (e) Left: a Y-fork construct that prevents CbAgo to slide from the target on one strand to the other. Right: Lin28 is immobilized as a protein blockade [72]. (f)
DNA unzipping with AFM in absence of TtAgo. The AFM was retracted with a velocity of 200 nm/s. The rupture force is plotted with a Gaussian probability distribution fitted
on top of it (blue) centred at 21.7 pN [75]. (g) DNA shearing with AFM in absence of TtAgo, with a fit centred at 62.0 pN [75]. (h) DNA unzipping with AFM in presence of
TtAgo, fitted with a peak centred at 31.7 pN and 78.9 pN [75]. (i) DNA shearing with AFM in presence of TtAgo fitted with a peak centred at 21.9 pN and 56.8 pN [75].
Permission has been obtained for the above figures. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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only the long construct did. Since Ago is able to bypass second-
ary structures and proteins with ease, this indicates that during
the lateral diffusion process, few counterions are expunged while
it is still able to glide over secondary structures.

Evidence of lateral diffusion through atomic force
microscopy

Additional proof for lateral diffusion has been found through
the use of atomic force microscopy (AFM) with TtAgo [75].
Two different kinds of constructs were designed: in the first
design the dsDNA was unzipped (Figure 6(c)), whereas in
the second design the dsDNA base-pairing was ruptured
through a shearing force (Figure 6(d)). Intuitively one would
expect unzipping to be more favourable than shearing, and
this was indeed what was found. More interestingly, through
comparison of the required force both in absence and pre-
sence of TtAgo, it was found that the Ago actively remodels
the energy landscape such that the required shearing force
was lowered in presence of Ago (Figure 6(e)) while the
required unzipping force was increased (Figure 6(f)) [75]. In
summary, Ago seems to prefer a lateral movement over an
unzipping movement, as the energetic barrier for a lateral
movement is lowered. These results provide support to the
idea that one-dimensional diffusion along the strand is more
efficient than three-dimensional diffusion.

Is Ago target search time optimal?

The first fluorescence studies have uncovered the mechanism
of interactions of the Ago-guide complex with a target strand.
However, quantitative understanding is still lacking at this
point. One of the outstanding questions is how the gliding
and intersegmental jumps are temporally divided for Ago to
maximize its target search speed. While theoretical studies
have predicted that the optimal search time for a target con-
sists of equal time spent in 1D and 3D diffusion [5], this has
proven to be not always the case. Some proteins have been
found to have different distributions in vivo [76–78], where
a tenfold or hundredfold more time is spent being bound to
nucleic acid strands rather than being diffusing in solution. It
will be of interest to see why this is the case for some proteins
and whether Ago is one of them. We speculate that, when the
tandem target assay is used, the mean first passage time
between two targets could be used to infer to what extend
Ago partitions its search process into lateral diffusion and
intersegmental jumps.

Next, it is not always well understood how redundancy and
efficiency in target recognition are coupled to each other.
Intrinsically, lateral target search is redundant by its very diffu-
sive nature. As an example, the human oxoguanine DNA glyco-
sylase 1 was found to have an effective diffusion coefficient of 5 ×
106 bp2/s [28]. The barrier in energy landscape along the DNA
sequence was on the order of kBT, indicating that lateral diffu-
sion is not limited by the roughness [5]. Persistent contact with
DNA indicates that DNA segments are scanned multiple times
resulting in an inefficient mechanism. However, the redundancy
in target search may be to compensate for the inefficiency of
target recognition (i.e. multiple attempts are necessary to

recognize the target, but with sliding/hopping the target is
bypassed multiple times due to 1D diffusion.). It has been
observed that the loosely interacting mode of Ago-guide com-
plex with the nucleic acid strand could potentially allow the
protein to skip over bases, implying that multiple scanning
attempts might be needed for the protein to recognize
a cognate target site.

How physiologically relevant is the loosely associated
searching mode of Ago? The ability of Ago proteins to bypass
secondary structures without any impedance suggests that the
search behaviour itself is robust. Secondary structures in
mRNA occur frequently in vivo [79–82], providing many
functional elements essential for regulation of various post-
transcriptional mechanisms [83–86]. In the 3ʹ UTR, where
many miRNA target sites are located [40], the RNA structure
is more structured than in coding regions [80]. Unimpeded
target search allows Ago to efficiently scan for target sites
without it being trapped between dsRNA segments. Future
measurements in vivo should point out to what extentthese
weak interactions help Ago speed up its searching process.

CRISPR-associated proteins use a different strategy

To what extent would the target search mechanism of Ago be
conserved among other small RNA-guided systems? The most
widely known class of nucleic acid-guided endonucleases are
derived from the CRISPR immunity system. As an immunity
system against genetic elements from bacteriophages and plas-
mids, prokaryotes insert short fragments of the foreign DNA
into their own genome, the so-called CRISPR array [87,88].
Spacers from this array are transcribed and processed into
short RNA fragments, termed CRISPR RNAs (crRNAs).
CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins utilize the crRNAs to target
foreign complementary DNA targets, called protospacers, after
which cleavage occurs, either by recruitment of other Cas pro-
teins or by direct slicing by the targeting proteins themselves
[88]. The protospacer sequences targeted by Cas proteins are
flanked by a short sequence motif, referred to as the protospacer
adjacent motif (PAM) [88]. Cas proteins use these motifs to
distinguish foreign DNA from endogenous DNA.

Differences between Cas proteins and Ago

The first single-molecule studies on Cas proteins, such as the
E. coli Cascade complex [89] and Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9
(spCas9) [90], suggest that the contribution of lateral diffusion
of Cas proteins is much smaller than what has been observed
of restriction enzymes, repair enzymes and other proteins that
interact with double-stranded DNA [89–91]. This difference is
not unexpected since the price to be paid for the flexibility of
programming the guide, is that the double-stranded region of
DNA needs to be opened up by the Cas proteins for inter-
rogation, which is energetically costly.

Eukaryotic Ago proteins do not suffer from this energetic
cost as they target single-stranded RNA. In this sense, prokar-
yotic Agos seem to have more in common with CRISPR
proteins, as they are thought to be involved as well in host
defence and require high fidelity recognition of dsDNA [55].
However, the prokaryotic Agos studied so far seem to interact
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only with single-stranded DNA, and it is currently unknown
how they access double-stranded binding sites in vivo. In
some prokaryotes, the genes of pAgos seem to cluster with
genes encoding for nucleases and helicases [92] and it has
been posited that pAgo-associated helicases could potentially
assist the Ago to unwind the double-stranded segments,
thereby allowing the endonuclease to access the single-
stranded DNA molecule for interrogation. At the same time,
recent findings indicate that the presence of ssDNA viruses
are abundant in certain environments. Here, targeting ssDNA
through facilitated diffusion would be highly beneficial for
pAgo.

Reduction in search complexity helps for 3D target search

In contrast to Ago target search, the target search of Cas
protein such as Cas9 requires melting of DNA. It would be
unfeasible for Cas proteins to randomly melt DNA sites all over
the genome for interrogation. The aforementioned Cas-
proteins have been found to interact longer with PAM
sequences compared to non-specific sequences, which allows
the Cas protein to have enough time to interrogate the
sequence [89,90]. Thus, the PAM sequence recognition, which
is critically important for the distinction between self and non-
self targeting, also serves as an extra pre-selection step for target
recognition. Dividing the recognition process in two or multi-
ple step manner not only circumvents the speed-stability pro-
blem in facilitated diffusion but also reduces the time needed to
find the target through 3D diffusion only.

Here the term search complexity, a concept, which was
introduced for RecA homology search [15], may account for
the observed dominance of 3D diffusion for some small RNA-
guided proteins [89,90,93]. The rationale is that short
sequences tend to occur more often inside the genome while
longer sequences will have fewer exact matches. A protein
relying on initial recognition of a short sequence will only
have to search through a small part of the genome, and the
rest would be ignored.

For Cas proteins, the PAM sequence acts as a pre-selection
mechanism filtering out the other sequences that are of no
interest. For example, for a three-nucleotide sequence, such as
a PAM site, roughly 10% of the genome would need to be
interrogated, spending virtually no time on the remaining 90%
sequences. In contrast, in the extreme case of a one-step recog-
nition process with the full target of 22 nt, the target search
would be inefficient. The probability of 22-nucleotide target
occurring randomly would be extremely small: only once
every 1.7 * 1013 base pairs. This is obviously advantageous in
terms of uniqueness. However, the protein has to reject almost
every site after opening up the strand for interrogation, and the
time it takes to unbind from intermediate base pairing would
make this strategy unfeasible [94]. This is again reminiscent of
the speed-stability paradox posited by Mirny. The more specific
the search will be, the more time the protein will spend on an
off-target site. So, the key assumption of reduction in search
complexity is that search complexity is proportional to the time
it takes for the target to be localized. This assumes that differ-
ences in search complexity are coupled to differences in kinetics
between short and long sequence base pairing between guide

and target. In order for this concept to work, dissociation rates
of short pairing sequences have to be substantially higher than
those of long pairing sequences, which has been observed for
Ago and Cas9 proteins [67,94,95].

Structural considerations of different target search
proteins

What are the common structural features that determine
whether a protein will slide or hop during lateral diffusion?
It is assumed that some proteins maintain tight contact with
the DNA/RNA substrate relying on their structural features
whereas other proteins use only transient interactions. For
example, the MutS repair enzyme consists of a clamp-like
structure [96]. Once it is in a closed clamp-like conformation,
this allows the protein to slide with high processivity along the
dsDNA strand. Similarly, the Lac repressor is able to inter-
rogate the grooves of the dsDNA thoroughly, through its
structural form that facilitates interaction with the dsDNA
groove [97]. It may be therefore unsurprising that some
nucleic acid-guided endonucleases like Ago or Cas do not
use sliding, since their structure does not facilitate these inter-
actions with the DNA substrate in the first place.

Interestingly, the degree of lateral diffusion seems to vary
from organism to organism even though they are orthologs.
Cascade from T. fusca shows lateral diffusive behaviour [98]
whereas E. Coli Cascade does not [89] since the latter complex
lacks a positive patch in the Cse1 subunit. The question
remains why this would be conserved in T. fusca but not in
E. coli if they are functionally similar and require the same
rapid response in case of a foreign genomic invasion. Is lateral
diffusion always required for a protein to find its target in
a timely manner? Remarkably, Cas12a shows lateral diffusion
over microns at a remarkable coefficient of a micron
per second, while it does not enclose the double-stranded
DNA [99]. Crystal structures may give us hints towards
understanding the nature of lateral diffusion. Single molecule
kinetics in conjunction with molecular dynamics simulations
may give us an idea on which common features are required.

Future perspectives on Ago target search

While much has been uncovered in the last decades about
small RNA/DNA-mediated target search, there are still many
long-standing questions of interest. The molecular nature of
targeting through small RNAs has been uncovered to some
extent, but the mechanistic picture is still incomplete.

For example, while it is now known that Ago and CRISPR
proteins use lateral diffusion, it is not known what the effect
of sequence on target search is. That is, to what degree is the
facilitated diffusion reliant on the interaction between guide–
target base pairing as opposed to an interaction between only
the protein and target substrate? For some Cas proteins,
which movement is driven by 3D diffusion, the prime deter-
minant in target search would be the PAM recognition step.
For Ago proteins, which rely on seed recognition, potential
sub-seed-matching sequences could slowdown the search pro-
cess while the absence of such sequences could speed it up. It
is known that circular RNA (circRNA) can act as a sponge for
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miRNA, strongly suppressing miR-7 activity [100]. Cognate
seed target sites were found to be responsible for this, but it is
not known if and how shorter sub-seed sequences would
influence the search dynamics. Perhaps other sequences have
evolved over time to ensure temporal control of post-
transcriptional gene-regulation by subtly tuning the search
time. A high spatiotemporal single molecule technique is
required in order to visualize the effect of sequence on diffu-
sion at the length scale of dozens of base pairs.

So far, single-molecule Ago target search studies have not
focused on the physiological environment of the cells such as
the difference between eukaryotic cells and prokaryotic cells.
For example, if a prokaryotic Ago is indeed involved in host
defence against foreign genetic elements, is the protein then at
all times present for surveillance? That seems unlikely: the
probability for pAgo to encounter and target its own genome
for chopping or slicing would be much higher than necessary
and this would have fatal consequences. Besides the biological
function, there is also the size difference between eukaryotic
cells (~10–100 μm) and prokaryotic cells (~ μm). The cyto-
plasmic volume that Ago has to search through is orders of
magnitude different, and this may affect the temporal distri-
bution of 1D target search and 3D target search. Live cell
studies, similar to the LacI studies of target search, are needed
to validate and verify the questions here.

For eukaryotic Agos, the effect of secondary and tertiary
structures of mRNA on target search remains largely unex-
plored. These structures often have physiological regulatory
functions [86,101,102] and reliable prediction of RNA struc-
tures remains a challenge as in vivo and in silico analyses
often differ [81,82]. It has been shown previously that RNA
structures that base pair with the target completely abolish
silencing [103], suggesting that RISC cannot overcome target
inaccessibility by itself. However, miRNA binding sites have
been uncovered in some viral sequences [104,105]. In addi-
tion, miR-159 target sites have also been shown to be reliant
on the presence of stem loops, as disruption of adjacent stem
loops seemed to attenuate miR159 targeting efficacy [106].
The functional role of secondary structures in the context of
miRNA silencing is therefore far from understood.

Lastly, most studies have focussed on a minimal RISC,
consisting of Ago and guide. However in vivo, mRNA silen-
cing happens through translational repression and mRNA
decay [107]. Several components in this silencing machinery
have been uncovered [108,109], of which the scaffold protein
GW182 (TNRC6 in mammals) family is the key component.
This protein has been elusive in structural studies due to its
intrinsically unstructured nature and therefore insight
through biophysical studies has been limited. Recently,
a link between the novel field of biological phase separations
and RNAi has been uncovered through the molecular inter-
actions of AGO and TNCR6. Promoted by multivalent inter-
actions between glycine/tryptophan domain and the
tryptophan binding pockets of hAGO2, condensation of
miRISC was found to form in vitro and in vivo [110]. The
finding suggests that phase separation of miRISC could con-
tribute to repression of mRNA targets through sequestration
of the targets inside the droplets. Currently, the biophysical
properties of RISC condensates remain unexplored, and the

nature of how these individual components of the condensate
interact with each other is still an elusive question.
Furthermore, until now Ago target search has been studied
in an in vitro environment. How well would the results from
the published studies translate to a phase-separated environ-
ment, where RISC exists in a high local concentration?

In conclusion, we have noted the recent leaps in knowledge
of the kinetics of target search and target recognition of indivi-
dual regulatory complexes. However, the biophysical mechan-
isms that govern the interplay of these slicing/silencing proteins
and their degradation machinery have been largely unexplored.
Future studies will allow us to paint a complete picture of
targeting by small RNAs in a cellular context.
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